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Abstract: Traffic calming measures (TCMs) are implemented in urban areas to reduce vehicles’ speed
and, generally speaking, results are obtained. However, speed is still a problem in rural roads crossing
small villages without a bypass and with short-length urban areas, since drivers do not normally
reduce their speed for that short segment. Hence, various TCM can be installed. It is necessary
to maintain a calm area in these short segments to improve road safety, especially for pedestrian
aiming to cross the road, and to save combustible by avoiding a constant increase-decrease of speed.
Four villages were selected to evaluate the efficiency of radar speed cameras and panels indicating
vehicle’s speed. Results showed that the presence of radar speed cameras reduces the speed in the
direction they can fine, but with a lower effect in the non-fining direction. Additionally, a positive
effect was observed in the fining direction in other points, such as pedestrian crossings. Nevertheless,
the effect does not last long and speed cameras may be considered as punctual measures. If the TCMs
are placed far from the start of the village they are not respected. Hence, it is recommended to place
them near the real start of the build-up area. Lastly, it was verified that longer urban areas make
overall speed decrease. However, when drivers feel that they are arriving to the end of the urban
area, due to the inexistence of buildings, they start speeding up.

Keywords: traffic calming measure; radar speed camera; urban area; road safety; rural roads;
pedestrian; crosswalk

1. Introduction

Despite the great efforts that have been carried out to reduce the number of fatalities
and injuries on road crashes, road safety continues to be a major problem around the world,
even becoming the first cause of premature death [1,2]. Some figures could give an approx-
imate idea about this reality. In the European Union (EU-27), there were 935,216 crashes
resulting in injuries or death in 2019, which represents a low reduction of 3.9% from 2010,
with 973,596. Some countries such as Spain and Romania registered an increase of 20%
in the number of crashes during this period (2010–2019) [3]. Nevertheless, talking about
fatalities, 22,700 people died in 2019, showing a decrease of 23.3% with regard to data from
2010, with 29,611 deaths. The only country with an increase of fatalities between 2010
and 2019 was the Netherlands [3]. In relative figures, the EU-27 reported a decrease from
67 fatalities per million inhabitants in 2010 to 51 in 2019 (−23%) but this positive trend in
fatalities reduction has been distinctly flattened in last few years [3].

Nonetheless, it must be noted that one out of five (20.4%) of all road fatalities in the
EU-27 are pedestrians, representing a higher proportion than other vulnerable road users
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(cyclist, 9%; mopeds, 3%; motorcycles 15%) [4,5]. Despite the fall in pedestrian fatalities
from 2010 (5952) to 2018 (4763), implying a reduction of 20%, this figure is even lower to
the global decrease of fatalities mentioned before (−23.3% for all the fatalities) and, hence,
the proportion of pedestrians in total number of road fatalities remains constant (or even
slightly higher). Individual data from Poland and Spain are shown in Table 1. As seen,
both countries reported decreases in the number of fatalities, in pedestrian fatalities, and in
the ratio fatalities per million inhabitants. However, the overall proportion of pedestrians
killed in crashes is quite different. While it ranged from 31.6% to 27.3% in Poland, in Spain
it is around 20%.

Table 1. Road safety data from Poland and Spain in 2010 and in 2019.

Total Number of Road
Crashes

Total Number of
Fatalities Fatalities Per Million Pedestrian Fatalities

Country 2010 2019 Change
(%) 2010 2019 Change

(%) 2010 2019 Change
(%)

2010 (% of
the Total)

2019 (% of
the Total)

Change
(%)

Poland 38,832 30,288 −22.0 3908 2909 −25.6 103 77 −25.2 1236 (31.6) 793 (27.3) −35.8
Spain 85,503 104,080 +21.7 2479 1755 −29.2 53 37 −30.2 471 (19.0) 381 (21.7) −19.1

Traditionally, road crashes are said to be multi-causal, which are generally grouped in
factors related to driver, vehicle, and highway conditions [6–8], with variable proportions
(Figure 1) [9].
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Figure 1. Interaction of the concurrent factors on road crashes.

Nevertheless, speed is said to be the key factor in serious and fatal crashes involving
pedestrians, with a great influence on injury severity of pedestrians [5,10]. When vehicles
travel below 30 km/h, the collisions between motorized vehicles and pedestrians are
much less likely to happen, and if they occur, they do not normally result in fatality [10].
Correlations between the risk of pedestrian fatality and the speed impact have been
established (Figure 2) [11].
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pedestrians that are killed in a collision with a motorized vehicle).

In European countries, as expected, urban areas are the location where the majority
of pedestrian fatalities occur (73%), increasing the relative percentage of the pedestrian
death to the total deaths up to 38% (as previously said, pedestrian fatalities represent the
20% of the total). In Poland and in Spain, the proportion of pedestrians killed in urban
areas represents 64.3% and 64.8%, respectively [3]. It has been reported that approximately
two thirds of pedestrians involved in server road crashes were crossing the road [12]. Yue
et al. [13] identified the main scenarios for fatal pedestrian crashes in Florida, indicating
the percentage of occurrence:

• Vehicle going straight and pedestrian crossing the road (51%);
• Vehicle turning left and pedestrian crossing the road at the exit (17%) or the entry (3%)

of the crossing;
• Vehicle turning right and pedestrian crossing the road at the exit (12%) or the entry

(4%) of the crossing;
• Vehicle going straight and pedestrian in (3%) or adjacent to (6%) the road.

Similarly, Populer et al. [14] identified the most frequent scenarios for pedestrian cross-
ing crashes and observed that the main contributing factors for signal-regulated crossing
were non-compliance by the pedestrian (50%) and conflicting green-phases for pedestrians
and turning motorists (25%). In non-signalized crossing, obstruction of view due to other
traffic actors or parked vehicles was concluded to be the main factor [15]. Furthermore, the
majority of accidents in Poland is reported in urban areas and driving speed remains the
most important factor According to the International Transport Forum [16], unadjusted
and excessive speed is the main cause of one third of all fatal road crashes in Hungary,
Poland, and Lithuania. Equal conclusions emerged from official statistics published in
Poland by the Police Headquarters [17].

With the aim of minimizing the vehicles’ speed, traffic calming measures (TCM) have
been introduced in urban areas [18–21]. They are usually defined as “the combination of
mainly physical measures that reduce the negative effect of motor vehicle use, alter driver behavior
and improve conditions for non-motorized street users” [22]. Their main goal is thus to reduce
vehicle speed and volume in the area. Generally, TCMs are classified in four categories:
vertical deflections (rumble strips, speed humps, speed cushions, raised crosswalk, raised
intersection, etc.), horizontal deflections (chicane, gateway, raised median island, etc.);
physical obstructions (semi and diagonal diverter, raised median in intersections, etc.); and
sings and pavement markings (a meter) [23–34].

With regard to the environment, an important point to consider is fuel consumption
and car emissions as a result of the driving speed and style in urban areas. Generally
speaking, lower average speeds and higher number of stops are the main characteristics
of driving in urban areas, implying both fuel consumption and pollutant emissions many
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times higher per vehicle·km. The effect of speed humps and speed tables on the pollutant
emissions was analyzed by Obregón-Biosca [35]. Similarly, other authors evaluated the
exhaust emissions and fuel consumption on Tempo-30-zoned streets [36,37]. However, it
was reported that the speed reduction and fuel consumption and pollutant emissions is
also dependent on other factors, such as the drivers’ behavior and resulting from traffic
jams [38], speed control schemes [39,40], shifting gears on the way through the TCMs [41],
etc. For example, Wang et al. [42] indicated the acceleration should be incorporated, instead
of mean speed of the vehicle, for estimating emission.

While in extensive urban areas the succession of TCMs leads to a situation wherein
vehicles’ speeds are relatively under control, a problem arises in the transition from in-
terurban areas to urban areas. This problem is even greater when an interurban road goes
through the urban area of a small village without by-passing it [43–46]. When the urban
road segment is short, drivers tend not to reduce the speed adequately since the village
is not their final destination, and they maintain the high speeds allowed in interurban
areas. Hence, the risk for pedestrians is increased (Figure 2). Aiming to reduce the speed of
vehicles when crossing these small villages, traffic calming measures are collocated at the
entrance of villages to warn drivers that they are entering an urban area, even if it is short,
and to force them to speed down.

The first traffic safety analyses on these rural roads crossing short urban areas without
a by-pass were conducted in Denmark [47], and in Great Britain [48–50], and later in other
countries [51–55]. Therefore, the introduction of traffic calming measures is recommended
in many countries [56–63]. Usual solutions at the border between non-urban and urban
areas are signs with speed limits, road humps, road markings, rumble devices, road
narrowing measures, including chicanes, pinch-points or overrun areas, panels displaying
vehicles’ speed, radars (which could fine if the speed limit is exceeded), traffic lights
turning red in case of exceeding speed limit, raised crosswalk, etc. [45–49,52–56,62–64].
Some studies have examined the effectiveness of these measures at this critical point [65,66].
Solowczuk and Kacprzak [45,46] analyzed the factors influencing the effectiveness of
on-road chicanes in transition zones to villages subject to 70 and 50 km/h speed limits,
and proposed one aggregate parameter combining various factors. Factors related to the
surrounding landscape and visibility conditions were found to be key factors on speed
reduction. Similarly, other authors examined the result of placing traffic lights that turn red
if the speed limit is exceeded together with various displays of other measures in different
small villages. It was observed that incorporating a panel indicating the vehicles’ speed
after or before the traffic light turning red in case of exceeding speed limit did not lead to
variation in measured speeds [67,68]. Additionally, the point with the lowest speed was
the traffic lights (since they could get a fine if police was controlling that the red light was
controlled). However, after them, drivers speed up at the points where pedestrians could
cross the road. Furthermore, it was shown that if the traffic lights turning red were placed
with a pedestrian crossing, lower speeds were measured since pedestrians could appear
and drivers tend to respect more the speed limit.

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the effectiveness of camera speed radars and
panels indicting vehicles’ speed at the entrance of small villages in rural roads, observing if
drivers reduce their speed when passing next to the TCMs and further in the middle of
the small village, where crosswalks are placed to connect the two parts of the small village
divided by the road. Two small villages in Poland and two small villages in Spain located
along the rural sections of roads were selected for the study. At the entrance of these
villages radar speed cameras (which are supposed to fine) or panels indicating vehicles’
speed are installed. If low speeds are obtained at the entrance and they are effectively
maintained through the entire urban section, a safer and more energy-efficient driving will
be developed.
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2. Materials and Methods

The two small villages in Poland are Chodorówka Nowa and Suchowola and the
two villages in Spain are Arrankudiaga and Arrespalditza/Respaldiza. The display of the
traffic calming measures in each village is described individually.

2.1. Villages in Poland

Both analyzed villages in Poland are located on the National Road 8 (NR8), included
in the international E-network as E67, from Helsinki (Finland) to Prague (Czech Republic).
The NR8 road is the main international route in North-Eastern Poland, leading the traffic
to the border with Lithuania and, hence, it is characterized with a high percentage of heavy
traffic. An annual average daily traffic (AADT) on NR8 reaches almost 10,713 vehicles/day
in 2019, implying 8% increase with regard to 2018. The average AADT for all international
roads is almost 16,700 vehicles/day. On the other hand, the percentage of heavy traffic on
NR8 (46%) is distinctly higher when compared to other international roads in Poland (30%).

The NR8 road crosses the village of Chodorówka Nowa in a length of approximately
790 m. In the middle part of the urban segment, there is a road intersection with a pedestrian
crossing enabling to cross the NR8 road. At approximately 150 m before the crosswalk
there is a radar speed camera. The existing elements in the urban segment, from the North
to the South are as follows (Figure 3a):

• A sign with the village name (1);
• Radar speed camera, fining vehicles going southbound (2);
• Pedestrian crossing (3).
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Vehicles speeds were measured in both directions at the three points (the entrance/exit
of the village, the speed camera, and the pedestrian crossing). Points are referred to as S1,
S2, and S3, when measuring southbound, and N1, N2, and N3 northbound.
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The second village investigated in Poland is Suchowola. The length of the urban
segment is approximately 3500 m and there are speed cameras situated along the NR8 road
and spaced at different distances. The traffic calming measures and important points in the
urban segment (Figure 3b), from north to south are as follows:

• Speed camera (fining vehicles southbound) (1), 30 m south from the sign with the
village name;

• Pedestrian crossing (2), 60 m away from the speed camera in point 1;
• Roundabout (3);
• Horizontal curvature (4);
• Pedestrian crossing (5), 210 m south from the horizontal curvature, which creates a

physical deflection influencing vehicles’ speed;
• Speed camera faced northbound (6), 120 m from the crosswalk in point 5.

Speed measurements were conducted in point 1 (speed camera), point 2 (pedestrian
crossing), and point 5 (pedestrian crossing). They are called N1 or S1, N2 or S2, and N5
and S5, depending on the direction of the traffic (northbound or southbound), respectively.

2.2. Villages in Spain

The first village in Spain is Arrankudiaga, located in the province of Biscay. It is crossed
by the road BI-625, which belongs to the basic network (orange network), the second level
between the road network levels in the province [69]. The Regional Government of Biscay
manages all the roads in the territory, even the freeways or national roads [70] so it means
an important road. It has an AADT of 12,855 vehicles/day, with 8% of heavy vehicles [71].
The urban length is approximately 900 m and the sequence of traffic calming measures and
elements in the urban area are (Figure 4), from north to south are:

• Signs and panels indicating that the speed limit is 50 km/h and the presence of a
speed camera (1) and (2);

• Traffic lights with a pedestrian crossing and a pushbutton (3);
• Radar speed camera faced to control vehicles northbound (4);
• Traffic lights with pedestrian crossing and a pushbutton (5);
• Signs and panels indicating that the speed limit is 50 km/h and the presence of a

speed camera (6) and (7).

Measurements were carried out at the pedestrian crossings with traffic lights and
pushbuttons (3) and (5) and at the radar speed camera (4) northbound. Once again, points
are referred to as N3, N4, and N5 or S3, and S5, depending on the controlled direction,
northbound and southbound, respectively.

The second village in Spain is Arrespalditza/Respaldiza, in the province of Álava.
The road A-624 crosses the village in a length of 415 m. The road belongs to the basic road
network (the orange network), which is also the second level of the road networks in the
province. The Regional Government of Alava also manages all the roads in the territory,
even the freeways or national roads [70]. The road A-624 has an AADT of 3505 vehicles per
day near Arrespalditza/Respaldiza, with 4% of heavy vehicles [72]. The traffic calming
measures and the main elements on the urban segment (Figure 5) from north to south are
as follows:

• A panel indicating the presence of traffic light (1);
• A panel indicating the speed of each vehicle (with a speed limit of 50 km/h) for

vehicles going southbound (2);
• Traffic lights with a pedestrian cross walk and a pushbutton (3);
• Pedestrian crossing (4);
• Traffic lights warning about the presence of traffic lights (5);
• A panel indicating the speed of each vehicle (with a speed limit of 50 km/h) for

vehicles going northbound (6).

Measures were conducted at the pedestrian crossing (4), and 25 m after the crosswalk
with traffic lights with a pushing button at the point (3), southbound. This last point aimed
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to measure the speed not just at the TCM but at a certain distance. Additionally, the speed
was measured in the places of both panels indicating the vehicles’ speed (2) and (6). Points
are referred to as N3, N4, and N6, or S2, S3, and S4, according to the direction of the
vehicles, northbound or southbound, respectively.

Speed measures were obtained by fixed radars or by radar guns. A minimum of
200 vehicles were measured at each place, in each direction.

For the four villages, the following speed parameter values are provided: the maxi-
mum speed (Vmax), the average speed (Vm), and the 85th percentile of the speed distribution
(V85), which is the speed at or below which 85 percent of the motorists drive on a given road.
Additionally, the total number of vehicles controlled, the number of vehicles exceeding
the speed limit (50 km/h) and the percentage of vehicles that exceeded the speed limit are
also presented.
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3. Results and Discussion

More than 28,000 vehicles were controlled in all the locations. Results are presented
individually.

3.1. Results in Chodorówka Nowa (Poland)

Table 2 presents the results for Chodorówka Nowa.

Table 2. Values of selected variables at control points in Chodorówka Nowa.

Points S1
Entrance

S2
Radar

S3
Crosswalk

N3
Crosswalk

N2
Radar

N1
Exit

Vm (km/h) 64.5 48.6 54.4 51.7 49.5 64.6
V85 (km/h) 72 54 60 58 54 76

Vmax (km/h) 96 64 76 84 65 99
Total number 200 200 200 200 200 200

Vehicles with v > 50 km/h (number) 196 69 166 111 101 178
Vehicles with v > 50 km/h (%) 98 34.5 83 55.5 50.5 89

As seen, southbound high speeds are registered at the entrance of the village, which is
common, since drivers maintain the speed of an interurban road even if they are entering
the area of 50 km/h speed limit. Then, in the next point, due to the presence of the radar
speed camera, they speed down, reaching the lowest speeds in this controlled village.
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However, 34.5% of the vehicles still exceeded the speed limit. In the final point, at the
pedestrian crosswalk, speeds have increased so distinctly that the average went up over
the limit. 83% of drivers violate the speed limit, even though they are still in an urban area
at a place of potentially higher risk (pedestrian crossing) (Figure 6).
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In the opposite direction, from south to north, lower speed values and number of
violating drivers are registered. Drivers approaching the crosswalk seem to react correctly
and reduce travel speed in advance. The visual effect of this is that only 55.5% exceed the
speed limit comparing with 83% of speeding drivers in the opposite direction. Nonetheless,
this value of exceeding drivers is still highly alarming. At the radar point, the average
speed and 85th percentile are on a similar level to the values recorded in southbound
direction. Despite the fact that the speed limit in force in urban areas is 50 km/h, it is
common in Poland that speed cameras give drivers 10 km/h tolerance over the speed limit.
This is partly due to technological limitations of the speed cameras and partly due to the
limitations of the system and authority responsible for issuing the tickets. Unfavorably,
this fact is generally known by drivers and they take risk of speeding over the limit, which
is reflected in a high number of registered drivers’ violations. Finally, at the exit of the
village, which is approximately 400 m away from the speed radar, similar values to the
entrance are registered.

Hence, it can be said that the radar makes drivers speed down, especially in the
direction they could be fined, albeit not excessively as more than a third do not respect it,
and at the crosswalk (the point more important to reduce the speed in terms of vulnerable
road users’ safety), the effect of the radar is not achieved. As soon as drivers pass the
control point (speed radar) they accelerate regardless of the speed limit.

3.2. Results in Suchowola (Poland)

Results for Suchowola are listed in Table 3 and graphically presented in Figure 7.

Table 3. Values of selected variables at control points in Suchowola (Poland).

Points S1
Radar

S2
Crosswalk

S5
Crosswalk

N5
Crosswalk

N2
Crosswalk

N1
Radar

Vm (km/h) 50.3 53.2 47.4 47.1 52.1 55.3
V85 (km/h) 54 59 53 54 58 63

Vmax (km/h) 72 75 65 63 81 81
Total number 200 200 200 200 200 200

Vehicles with v > 50 km/h (number) 102 128 58 78 125 143
Vehicles with v > 50 km/h (%) 51 64 29 39 62.5 71.5
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As shown, in southbound, the first controlled point, S1, where a radar speed camera
is installed, vehicles’ speed decrease, and drivers adapt their values to the urban area.
Although the average value is slightly over the speed limit, and hence, 51% of the vehicles
do not respect the limit, but the V85 is very near to it, 54 km/h. It means, that approximately
the majority of the vehicles adapted their speed due to the presence of the radar, although
not totally conveniently. In the following control point, S2, a crosswalk, drivers speeded
up and 64% exceeded the limit, meaning that the effect of the radar is very short as the
pedestrian crossing is only 75 m away from the speed radar. Finally, at point S5, a crosswalk
in the village located after a roundabout and a horizontal deflection the best values of
the speed were obtained; only 29% of drivers travel over the speed limit and V85 is only
53 km/h. It clearly shows that in long urban areas speeds tend to be adapted to this area,
getting better results since some vehicles turn in the intersections of the villages or new
vehicles are incorporated to the main traffic flow. In the opposite direction, from South
to North, very the same Vm and V85 values, in relation to S5, are registered in N5, due
to the presence of a radar speed camera located 120 m before. In Suchowola, the speed
values are almost the same in the same check points regardless the direction. In point N2,
located at the end of the village, low-density housing in road vicinity makes drivers feel
that the village has finished and even the presence of a crosswalk does not make speed
down. The average speed is over the limit with 62.5% of drivers exceeding it. Finally, in
N1, as the radar cannot fine vehicles northbound, higher values than in N2 are registered
since drivers being forced to drive with a low speed along the whole village (3500 m) feel
frustrated and trying to regain lost time accelerate earlier before the administrative border
of the village is reached without worrying about the presence of the radar.

3.3. Results in Arrankudiaga (Spain)

Analyzed variables from the data registered in Arrankudiaga are shown in Table 4
and Figure 8.

Table 4. Values of selected variables at control points in Arrankudiaga (Spain).

Points N5
Crosswalk

N4
Radar

N3
Crosswalk

S3
Crosswalk

S5
Crosswalk

Vm (km/h) 50.9 45.9 46.0 49.7 54.4
V85 (km/h) 59 51 54 59 63

Vmax (km/h) 124 64 77 88 108
Total number 4047 794 4685 4615 4551

Vehicles with v > 50 km/h (number) 2187 141 1485 2332 3290
Vehicles with v > 50 km/h (%) 54.0 17.8 31.7 50.5 72.3
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Observing the data, it can be deduced that the presence of a radar speed camera has
a real influence on the vehicles’ speed when comparing the values of the two directions.
Northbound, the first crosswalk serves as a way to indicate that drivers are in an urban
area. At the radar, in the direction to the north, the lowest speed values are registered,
with the V85 near the speed limit (50 km/h), and only 17.8% of drivers exceed it. Later, at
the following crosswalk (with traffic lights and a pushbutton), better speed values than in
the previous one are obtained, meaning that the radar has an effect on drivers’ behavior,
making that only 31.7% of them drive with the speed over 50 km/h (Figure 8). Nevertheless,
southbound results are not so satisfactory. Although there is a high AADT in the road, the
traffic is local (no international traffic uses this road) and the habitual drivers know that
the radar speed camera can only fine northbound. Hence, southbound drivers do not feel
any possibility of infraction and higher values are recorded in both crosswalks, especially
in the second one (S5), which is after the radar and near the exit of the village, with almost
three quarts of the drivers exceeding the limit.

If compared with Polish data, fewer drivers exceeded the speed limit at the point
of the radar. Spanish drivers also know that there is a tolerance between the speed limit
and the real speed to get a fine, but it is observed that fewer drivers take the risk of
exceeding the limit. The tolerance in radar speed camera measurement is a fact known in
the entire European Union, but other factors can be attributed to the variable degrees of
vehicles violating it such as a culture of driving fast, the observed probability of appearing
a pedestrian according to the number of inhabitants in the village, etc.

3.4. Results in Arrespalditza/Respaldiza (Spain)

Analyzed variables from the data registered in Arrespalditza/Respalditza are dis-
played in Table 5.

Table 5. Values of selected variables at control points in Arrespalditza/Respaldiza (Spain).

Points S2
Panel

S3
Crosswalk
+ Traffic
Lights

S4
Crosswalk

N6
Panel

N4
Crosswalk

N3
Crosswalk
+ Traffic
Lights

Vm (km/h) 68.6 48.5 43 63.9 46.7 52.1
V85 (km/h) 77 61 51 79 56 65

Vmax (km/h) 112 112 92 117 91 113
Total number 200 1729 1483 211 1723 1951

Vehicles with v > 50 km/h (number) 196 690 255 168 539 1083
Vehicles with v > 50 km/h (%) 98 39.9 17.2 79.6 31.3 55.5
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The first thing that can be observed from Table 5 is that the panels indicating the
speed are not effective. They alert one about the presence of an urban area but they do
not cause a speed reduction since drivers know that they cannot be fined at that point.
They regard them as warning signals, but not as a punishing measure. Therefore, the
majority of drivers do not respect the speed limit at these points (98% southbound and
79.6 northbound (Figure 9)). Later, at the pedestrian crossing, speed limit is more respected
by motorists, with more than the half of vehicles respecting the speed limit, except for N3.
The most appropriate drivers’ behavior in terms of travel speed were obtained in point
(3), at the location of the cross walks, where only 17.2% and 31.3% of the drivers do not
respect the speed limit. Higher values were registered at 25 m from the traffic lights at the
crosswalk with the pushing button, where the average speed slightly exceeds the limit of
the urban area. However, V85 value, which is the usual variable in traffic engineering, is
much above the limit.
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3.5. Discussion

Very detailed equations cannot be extracted for some speed measurement in various
villages since speed does not only depend on the existing traffic calming measures. Speed
in short urban areas also depends on many other variables, such as, the exact location of
the TCMs, the type of drivers (habitual or not), the geometry of the segment, the length of
the short urban area, the usual speeds after and before the urban area, the building density
of the village, the number of inhabitants, etc. Nevertheless, some general ideas are possible
to be deduced from this study.

Firstly, the presence of radar speed cameras force drivers to speed down, mostly due to
the risk of being fined if speed limit is exceeded. When comparing values in both directions,
and the speed camera is only able to fine in one direction, better results (i.e., lower speeds)
can be obtained in the direction that the radar can fine, especially if the speed camera is
located in the outskirts of the built-up area. This can be clearly observed in Suchowola
when values at S1 (fining) and N1 (non-fining) differ distinctly (10% difference). If the speed
camera is located in a middle of a built-up area and drivers’ speed is additionally affected
by other factors (buildings around the road, road curvature or roundabout presence) the
speeds in a certain distance are very similar regardless of the direction of the movement
(S5 and N5). Another common finding for both villages in Poland is the short range of
speed radar exposure. Drivers, being forced to slow down while passing the radar, start
to accelerate, and their speed rises shortly after. This phenomenon is in accordance with
the findings of previous researches [73,74]. At the place of the pedestrian crossings speed
values depend on the direction of the movement if the speed camera is located within a
reasonable distance; drivers approaching a speed camera reduce their speed more than
those driving away. This is visible when comparing values in Chodorówka Nowa at the S3
(fining direction) with N3 (non-fining) directions. Furthermore, this effect of the presence
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of a radar speed camera and its orientation can be observed also in other elements. This is
the case of Arrankudiaga, where northbound speeds were lower at the pedestrian crossing
walks than southbound (N5 vs. S5 and N3 vs. S3). Hence, the positive effect of the radar
speed camera on speed in that direction must be noted.

Secondly, placing traffic calming measures far from the real start of the village has low
effect on vehicles’ speed. This is perfectly observable in Arrespalditza/Respaldiza at points
S2 and N6, where the panels indicating the speed, which include a speed limit of 50 km/h,
are not effective, as drivers feel that the start of the village is not at that point and, hence,
do not respect it. When compared these two panels, lower values are recorded in N6 than
at S2, since N6 is placed nearer the entrance of the urban area. The effect on the closeness
of the panel indicating the speed to the village has been previously investigated [68]. In
that research it was shown that if the panel was further from the start of the village, higher
speeds were registered. Additionally, something similar happens in Chodorówka Nowa,
in N1. Although there is not a TCM at this point (it is just the panel with the village’s
name), and the speed limit of 50 km/h theoretically starts there, as drivers still do not really
feel the presence of an urban area they regard the panel with the name as an informative
one instead of a signal of a lower speed limit area. This additionally confirms the low
effectiveness of administrative speed limitations (vertical signs) as a measure of speed
management [75]. Consequently, with the aim of obtaining better results, TCMs at the
borders between urban and non-urban areas should be placed as near as possible to the
real urban area.

Thirdly, the effect of a radar speed camera is higher in the place of occurrence than
at a pedestrian crossing located in some distance after the speed camera. The effect is
highly disappointing comparing values of Vm and V85 between speed radar and the nearest
pedestrian crossings. Drivers respect more a possible fine than a crosswalk, especially if no
pedestrians are visible. Some points to observe this trend are S1 and S2 in Suchowola, and
N4 and N3 in Arrankudiaga. In fact, radar speed camera must be regarded as a punctual
TCM, which is generally respected by motorist (due to the risk of fine), but at that point,
without achieving a real decrease of the speed in the subsequent segment [25,66]. In the
measuring points after the radar speed cameras higher values are registered, confirming
the idea of a punctual TCM. Furthermore, normally, lower speed values are measured
some meters before the radar speed camera than some meters after it [66].

Lastly, if the urban segment is longer, lower values are obtained. The best example is
the point S5 in Suchowola, where low speeds were measured, 970 m in urban area after S1
point, a roundabout and a horizontal deflection. The values in S5 are lower even than the
ones in S1, where a radar speed camera is situated. The successive presence of measures
affecting the travel speed (roundabouts, horizontal curvatures) distinctly influence on
the speed. However, on the contrary, when drivers feel that the urban area is finishing,
they speed up again, even if the real urban area is not finished. This can be regarded in
Suchowola in points N2 and N1. The urban area is not finished “per se”, but as there are
not so many buildings in that area, motorists start adapting their speed to the new area, an
interurban area.

4. Conclusions

With the aim of analyzing various traffic calming measures on rural roads that pass
through short urban areas, four small villages without a by-pass road were selected and
analyzed (two in Poland and two in Spain). Amongst analyzed traffic calming measures
there were radar speed cameras and panels indicating vehicles’ speed. Speed values were
recorded at the place of the traffic calming measures and at the pedestrian crossings, which
are the most important and sensitive places, as vulnerable road users will use them to go
from one to the other side of the village.

Although the real effect of each TCM does not depend uniquely on the TCM itself,
some general ideas can be obtained from the analysis of the results in these four villages.
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If a radar speed camera can only fine in one direction, drivers on that direction would
respect it more than in the other direction. Additionally, a positive effect was registered not
only at the place of the radar speed camera. It also extended to some distance in front of
and behind the camera. Values obtained at the crosswalks indicated that the presence of
the speed camera in that direction directly influenced the motorists’ speed behavior but
that the impact diminishes with distance. It must be underlined that the effect of the speed
camera does not last long, and drivers speed up after having crossed that critical point.
Furthermore, it should be emphasized that the general effect of radar speed cameras is also
partially mitigated by a tolerance for speeding drivers in the camera’s settings. Continuous
technological development should enable one to replace existing devices with new, more
accurate ones, and the radar camera’s speed limit thresholds should be narrowed and
closer to the real limits.

Moreover, it was seen that if the TCMs are located far from the real start of the urban
area, even if they impose a speed limit, they are not respected until drivers feel that the
real urban area and the possibility of pedestrians appearing really started. Therefore, it is
recommended to place TCMs near the real start of the built-up area.

Finally, longer urban areas make decrease the speed more, as the continuous succession
of intersections have a real effect on speed. On the contrary, when motorists feel that the
urban area is finished, they start speeding up to get usual speed of non-urban roads.
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